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Metasurface-based reconfigurable visible light absorber
Abstract:
Metamaterials have been explored due to their extraordinary optical properties and unprecedented phenomena such as negative refractive index
[1,2], invisibility cloak [3,4], super-resolution imaging [5], artificial chirality [6], electromagnetically induced transparency [7], perfect absorber [8]
and so on. Although many interesting phenomena have been introduced, there are technical limitations. Most of the metamaterials demonstrated
before were passive type, so their optical properties cannot be changed after fabrication. This limitation is a critical obstacle of conventional
metamaterials to outperform typical optical and electronic devices. A few works to control the optical properties of fabricated metamaterial devices
by using electrical, optical, thermal and mechanical methods have been reported. However, they have severe problems to solve such as low
working frequency, low modulation speed and insufficient integration feasibility.
Hereby, we suggest ITO as an active layer of the tunable metamaterial perfect absorber to solve aforementioned issues. Intrinsic ITO is not suitable
for tuning in the visible wavelengths, so its carrier concentration has to be tuned to appropriate value by optimizing fabrication conditions such as
annealing process. According to the simulation result, the suggested device can perfectly absorb a certain wavelength and handle the absorption
wavelength within the visible region. It has many potential applications such as optical logic elements, ultrafast visible tunable band-pass filter,
reflective display and military stealth technology. Moreover, tuning mechanism of ITO at visible region can convert the past passive metamaterials
to the active metamaterials, for example, tunable meta-hologram, ultrafast optical modulation and active wavefront manipulation opening a new
generation of photonics beyond metamaterials.
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